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FAMILY HOME

This classic home has been brought up 
Text Laura Twiggs Production Sven Alberding Photographs Jac de Villiers

ROMANCEA FINE
to date without sacrificing any of its design principles

THIS SPREAD In Jannie and 
Engela du Toit’s house in 
Welgemoed the white leather 
chairs from Klooftique (021-
424-9458), the Perspex side 
table from Lim (021-423-1200) 
and the standing lamp from 
Weylandts (086-010-3400) can 
be moved to allow the wall 
behind to become a large 
screen. Jannie chose the 
brown leather Balzac chair 
by designer Matthew Hilton.
Engela brought the reindeer 
and the mobiles back from 
a recent trip to Amsterdam. 
Against the window at the 
front door is a work by 
Jo’burg textile artist Ronel 
Jordaan (011-886-5287). 
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here’s always something going on at Engela 
and Jannie du Toit’s expansive California-style 
home, and recently much of it has been about 
restoring its Mid-Century Modern design while 
bringing it up to the present. Today, there’s a 
plasterer skimming a section of the living area, 

where a granite slab has been removed to create a library that will 
accommodate techno-junkie Jannie’s state-of-the-art gadgets. Engela 
is fielding calls from Jannie, who’s on a fishing trip in Mozambique, 
at the same time keeping an eye on ‘two very naughty, very busy 
boys’ in the garden. She peers out to where six-year-old Jannie and a 
friend are playing (10-year-old Emma is at school), remarking that the 
face-brick suite abutting the swimming pool is on her makeover list. 
It’s shortly to become her office. 

‘Jannie and I both like modern,’ says Engela, ‘but he’s a gatherer 
and likes a bit of clutter; I tend to kitsch and nostalgia.’ Among the 
things he likes to collect are chairs (such as the Balzac chair in the 
living room) and recipe books. Engela’s hand can be seen in items 
such as a plywood reindeer, recently brought back from Amsterdam, 
and a classic handcrafted Pierre Cronje cupboard. She admits 
that beneath her at-times-quirky taste lurks a design purist who’s 
passionate about retaining the integrity of whatever space, brand or 
person she works with. Every now and then she repositions a book 
on a pile: ‘I can’t bear things to be too symmetrical,’ she says.  

Set in leafy grounds and with a generous deck that functions 
as an outdoor lounge, the home has a remarkable aura of calm, 
even romantic lightness. Generous windows and an open floor plan 
bring the outdoors in, interior entertaining spaces are seamless 
and architectural ornamentation is absent. In a modern twist 
that nevertheless emphasises the origins of the house’s design, 
Californian shutters have been added to the bedrooms, matched in 
the proportions and style  of the cupboards. In the living area, an 
original pinball machine sits alongside white vinyl-covered 1950s 
chairs, and in the master bedroom suede-covered tiles serve as an 
appropriate 1960s-inspired backdrop to the bed. 

THIS PAGE, ABOVE Engela loves handcrafted items such as the 
Pierre Cronje (021-421-1249) cupboard in the eating area. The dining 
table and hanging light are from Weylandts. The couple bought the 
dining chairs on auction and then reupholstered them. BELOW The 
Philippe Starck Louis Ghost chair is from Twiice International and 
the artwork from Story (021-462-4889). 

T
‘WE REALISED THAT WE DESPERATELY 
NEEDED TO BE SURROUNDED BY BEAUTY’

Jannie’s love of chairs is reflected in this 
xxxx from Twiice International (011-343-

8900, 021-487-9060). The coffee table is from 
Weylandts and the cloches were bought on 

a holiday in Plett ‘many years ago’.
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I describe myself as direct and sincere (Jannie). A loving, 
caring, loud introvert (Engela). I believe in luck, but it needs  
to go with a bit of effort (Engela). My secret talent is innovative 
cooking (Jannie). To relax I enjoy a home-cooked meal, good 
wine and music (Jannie). A book in silence with a cup of Earl 
Grey tea (Engela). The design I like the most is Paul Smith’s 
original logo (Engela). My selection of chairs (Jannie). My 
favourite getaways are Amsterdam or the West Coast  
(Engela). A short visit to a guesthouse in a beautiful village 
such as Franschhoek (Jannie). My best time of year is spring 
(Jannie). October; by then I’ve had enough of the year and the 
holidays are around the corner (Engela). My pet design hate  
is the hotel-foyer look where all the pieces are coordinated  
and symmetrical (Engela). Face-brick homes (Jannie). I think  
up my best ideas driving or riding my motorbike (Jannie). 
Reading (Engela). My most inspiring fashion designer is 
Dries Van Noten (Engela). Paul Smith (Jannie). Cocktails or 
champagne? Champagne (Engela and Jannie). 

ENGELA AND JANNIE’S 
HOME TRUTHS

Engela, as a brand and marketing strategist, and Jannie, 
who runs his own engineering consultancy, are the perfect 
match: strategising is their natural language. From the 
minute they met, the rapport was enormous. ‘It wasn’t a 
conventionally romantic first meeting: I was recovering from 
an operation and my leg was bandaged from ankle to hip.  
I went to a beach party and Jannie helped me down the steep 
slope from the car park. That night he said he would marry 
me. I didn’t buy it ... he wasn’t my type, but two years later 
we were married.’ 

One of the things that cemented the partnership was a 
shared interest in details and aesthetics. To this day, Engela 
remembers exactly what Jannie was wearing that evening, 
and how he told her she shouldn’t cover her freckles with 
foundation. They also share a love of adventure. ‘When Jannie 
turned 30, we gave up everything and went backpacking in 
the Greek islands. I was a cocktail waitress and he was a 
paragliding instructor, but he didn’t tell anyone that his fear of 
heights meant he had never been up!’ she recalls. 

A furnished townhouse that they lived in just after 
getting married proved critical to the success of their current 
home. ‘We realised then that we desperately needed to be 
surrounded by beauty.’ Now that their home is reaching its 
potential, Engela is already thinking about her next project. 
‘I’d like to find an original farmhouse, embrace charcoal and 
pistachio, and nostalgia and warmth.’ And we’re sure that 
with Engela’s nose for trends, within a few years these will 
be the hottest design buzzwords around. 
Engela du Toit, 083-700-0777

THIS PAGE, ABOVE Suede-covered tiles from Living 
Leather (011-465-0558, 021-425-6280) make a 1960s-inspired 
headboard. Engela loves the generously proportioned 
side tables from Hocus Pocus (xxx-xxx-xxxx). She gave 
Jannie the ‘boob lamp’ by Ceramic Matters (011-447-9688) 
as a gift. LEFT ‘This mirror was one of the first beautiful 
things I bought,’ says Engela. OPPOSITE Kiaat warms the 
bathroom and offsets the organic bath. The screen is from 
@home (011-244-8980, 021-938-1911), and the karakul rug is 
from the Old Nick Village in Plett (044-533-1395). A hanging 
light from Lightworld (021-421-6455) adds soft glow.

THE HOME HAS A REMARKABLE AURA  
OF CALM, EVEN ROMANTIC LIGHTNESS


